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1/8/2016 2:38 pm no. 4 2015] transatlantic privacy regulation 233 in the census act case, the court also
expanded on the test that applies to all measures that interfere with basic rights, including privacy. generally
speaking, any interference with one of the rights protected under the basic law transatlantic privacy
regulation: conflict and cooperation - transatlantic privacy regulation: conflict and cooperation francesca
bignami* giorgio resta** i introduction regulatory differences in the data privacy arena have been a recurring
source of contention in transatlantic trade relations. in the 1990s, the focus was primarily on differences in the
rules governing market actors. transatlantic regulatory cooperation: background and analysis domestic regulation takes place in an increasingly integrated transatlantic marketplace, congress must try to
balance the often competing demands of trade expansion and barrier reduction against domestic health and
safety concerns. this report is intended to serve as an introduction and primer on a complicated, broad, and
often transatlantic financial regulatory coherence coalition ... - transatlantic financial regulatory
coherence coalition: financial regulation in the ttip the undersigned associations and business groups today
announce the formation of the transatlantic financial regulatory coherence (tfrc) coalition. the coalition has
been brought together by its strong and shared belief across the financial services and the general data
protection regulation and its effect on ... - those with transatlantic business operations. ii. what is the
gdpr in may of 2018, the most comprehensive and wide-reaching data privacy law since the dawn of the digital
age will take effect. this law, the general data protection regulation, will be the new standard bearer
transatlantic charter policy - a study in airline regulation - transatlantic charter policy-a study in airline
regulation by jack m. goldklangt i. introduction a nyone with enough money can charter a bus, a train, or an
ocean liner with few questions asked. chartering an airplane stands in a transatlantic regulatory impact
assessment - transatlantic regulatory impact assessment: tomorrow’s dream or realization? alberto alemanno
hec paris. new ideas for risk regulation . washington, 22-23 june 2009 the transatlantic shift in regulatory
stringency - or stringency of health, safety, and environmental risk regulation, and by decision-making
criteria that make it more dificult for highly risk-averse regulations to be adopted. the transatlantic shift in
regulatory stringency . the regulatory leadership of the united states . for approximately three decades, the
united states was typically one ... stress testing and macroprudential regulation - voxeu - supervision
and macroprudential regulation, and it serves as a useful guide to the frontier issues that the next generation
of stress tests needs to address. stress testing and macroprudential regulation: a transatlantic assessment 9
781907 142987 isbn 978-1-907142-98-7 cepr press cepr press transatlantic clashes on privacy in a
digitalized world - enactment of article 3 in the new european data protection regulation ? how should the
territorial scope of eu law be defined to help resolving transatlantic controversies ? how could international law
(oecd, human rights law) help building a common understanding of privacy ? readings : for november 21:
necessary steps to be taken by both the ... regulating biotechnology: comparing eu and us approaches
- trajectories diverge there is little hope of preventing a serious disruption in transatlantic relations however
much governments may wish otherwise. the issue is, in fact, inherently one about regulation, not about
international trade: it arises from consumer sensitivities, not from producer protectionism. the implication is
that we should “the future of transatlantic financial market policy” - “the future of transatlantic financial
market policy” wednesday, october 17, 2012 summary the transatlantic business dialogue (tabd) and the
european financial services round table (efr) both have a vision of a barrier-free transatlantic market to better
engage and compete in the global economy. transatlantic data privacy law - but differences in
transatlantic data privacy law imperil this data trade. the resulting policy debate has led the eu to set strict
limits on transfers of personal data to any non-eu country-including the united states-that lacks sufficient
privacy protections. bridging the transatlantic data divide is therefore ttip and regulation - europa - making
eu and us regulation more compatible is at the heart of the negotiations on a transatlantic trade and
investment partnership (ttip). it has the most potential to contribute towards jobs and growth of any part of the
negotiations. it will also deliver greater consumer choice and stronger, not weaker, regulatory outcomes.
transatlantic cooperation in pharmaceutical regulation ... - transatlantic cooperation in pharmaceutical
regulation: identifying opportunities for administrative simplification in brussels on 28 november 2007, in the
field of pharmaceutical regulation, the european commission hosted the transatlantic administrative
simplification workshop which was co-chaired by the transatlantic agriculture & regulation working
paper ... - transatlantic agriculture & regulation working paper series: no. 3 . ... regulation pursuant to
rulemaking powers delegated by congress (via legislation). in the eu, regulation is a process driven by the
executive (eu commission) but ultimately decided by the council and the parliament. rulemaking powers are
delegated to the european commission transatlantic regulatory cooperation: background and analysis
- eu concerning approaches to regulation. these differences i nvolve political support for regulation and public
attit udes towards risk and transparency. until they converge or are re-aligned, a transatlantic gap in
regulatory policies is likely to persist. regulatory cooperation is an umbrella concept that in corporates a broad
range of activities. transatlantic competition in air transportation - has regulation and/or liberalization
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played a role? • how has the competitive environment in the transatlantic aviation market evolved over the
last decade? • has transatlantic liberalization led to increased service or competition? alternatively, has it led
to losses for some cities? transatlantic antitrust and ipr developments - 3 transatlantic antitrust and ipr
developments, issue 2/2018 stanford-vienna transatlantic technology law forum about the contributors
catalina goanta (dr.) is an assistant professor in the faculty of law, maastricht university. she received her ll.b.
from the faculty of law, university of bucharest and completed an transatlantic agriculture & regulation
working paper ... - this chapter does not include a detailed discussion of either the effects of regulation on
agriculture or the institutional differences in regulatory systems between the u.s. and eu. these aspects are
addressed in chapter 2: agricultural productivity and the impact of regulation and chapter 3: translantic
approaches to agriculture policy ... unsound science? transatlantic regulatory disputes over gm ... (2000) ‘unsound science? transatlantic regulatory disputes over gm crops’, int. j. biotechnology, vol. 2, nos.
1/2/3, pp.257–273. biographical notes: les levidow is a research fellow at the open university, where he has
been researching the safety regulation and innovation of agricultural biotechnology since 1989. he has been
managing ... back to the future? the domestic sources of transatlantic ... - review of international
political economy 18:4 october 2011: iii–xxii back to the future? the domestic sources of transatlantic
regulation susanne lutz¨ ttip and regulation of financial markets - european parliament - ttip and
regulation of financial markets page 1 of 22 executive summary trade in financial services is an important
chapter in transatlantic trade negotiations. in 2013, the eu represented 38% of us exports in financial services
(in surance excluded) and 48% of us imports of financial services (in surance excluded). transatlantic financial
transatlantic antitrust and ipr developments - 3 transatlantic antitrust and ipr developments, issue
2/2017 stanford-vienna transatlantic technology law forum about the contributors gabriel m. lentner is a
research and teaching fellow for european and international business law at the danube university krems. u.s.
and eu motor vehicle standards: issues for ... - u.s. and eu motor vehicle standards: issues for
transatlantic trade negotiations congressional research service 1 introduction in november 2011, president
obama and leaders of the european union (eu) named a high level working group on jobs and growth to
recommend steps to broaden transatlantic economic ties. transatlantic perspectives on risk, regulation
and ttip - transatlantic perspectives on risk, regulation and ttip policy briefing – 19 june 2014 summary the
negotiations on the transatlantic trade and investment partnership – a proposed free trade agreement
between the eu and the us – are well under way. one of the key issues at the negotiating the circuits of
regulation: transatlantic perspectives on ... - the circuits of regulation: transatlantic perspectives on
persistent organic pollutants and endocrine disrupting chemicals chris ansell, university of california at
berkeley jörg balsiger, swiss federal institute of technology zurich in both europe and the u.s., pesticide
regulation has long been established as a legitimate field the future of the transatlantic capital market
... - the future of the transatlantic capital market – regulation, risk, governance finance dublin 8th annual
conference dublin, 26 march 2007 ... transatlantic market for financial services would have been for the funny
farm. and ... direct regulation of hedge funds, but focuses on counterparty risk management transatlantic
financial liberalization and regulation ... - transatlantic regulation. whereas the discussion in previous
years has concentrated on the benefits of the financial market liberalization for both sides of the atlantic, due
to recent toward transatlantic convergence in financial regulation - toward transatlantic convergence in
. financial regulation . hwa-jin kim* this article reviews the historical background of the glass-steagall act of
1933 along with the developments in the markets that led to the grammleach- - bliley act of 1999. it analyzes
the discussions on the volcker rule in the dodd- transatlantic high level working group on content ... - in
addition, the transatlantic working group will consult with an informal group of advisors, who are experts in
comparative law and regulation, business and technology. administration the annenberg public policy center of
the university of pennsylvania (appc) is the principal project administrator. international/transatlantic
regulation of cross-border ... - regulation (emir) three years after its entry into force, whilst at the same
time the cftc insists that european counterparties need to comply with the us entity and transaction rules. this
type of deadlock fuels the risk that eu banks are unable to apply qualifying ccp capital treatment to those
book review: transatlantic governance in the global economy - law professors, and legal practitioners,
on the state of the new transatlantic agenda, as agreed upon by the united states and the european union in
1995.3 these studies, which comprise in-depth analyses of many of the dif-ferent aspects of the transatlantic
relationship, from antitrust regulation to transatlantic regulatory cooperation in services - transatlantic
regulatory cooperation in services: can it help the developing world? a report to the german marshall fund of
the united states april 2008 linda schmid independent consultant international trade policy and development
linda schmid is an independent consultant on international trade policy and development. transatlantic
airline alliances competitive issues and ... - transatlantic airline industry among united states department
of transportation (further ... prior to deregulation, the legacy of regulation in the united states led to
differentiation in the business models of u.s. carriers. for example, pan am and trans world airlines . report irgc.epfl - the reality of transatlantic regulation is not a simple dichotomy of a european approach versus an
american approach. it is not eu precaution versus us reaction, or ex-ante versus ex-post legal systems, or civil
law versus com-mon law, or uncertainty-based versus evidence-based regulatory systems. genealogies of
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cost–benefit analysis in transatlantic ... - justiﬁcation for the regulation of markets based on a quasiscientiﬁc and seemly neutral logic to assess the impact of secondary legislation by government agencies. a
new frontier for cba is the promotion of trade liberalization. it features prominently in the regulatory chapter of
the transatlantic trade and investment partnership (ttip). transatlantic merger control: the courts and
the agencies - transatlantic merger control: the courts and the agencies mark leddy, christopher cook, james
abell and ... according to the procedure set out in regulation 139/2004 (the ec merger regulation).6 in merger
cases, the commission thus serves as investigator, prosecutor, and judge.7 1. the transatlantic flow of data
and the national security ... - the transatlantic flow of data and the national security exception in the
european data privacy regulation: in search for legal protection against surveillance . ioanna tourkochoriti*
europe regulates data privacy against violations coming from the private sector more strictly than the u.s.1 the
eu directive transatlantic merger control: the courts and the agencies - transatlantic merger control:
the courts and the agencies mark leddy, christopher cook, james abell and georgina eclair-heatht i. the role of
the agencies and the courts in eu and u.s. the executive compensation controversy: a transatlantic ... the executive compensation controversy: a transatlantic analysis abstract the recent financial crisis has
created a public uproar over top-executive pay packages and has led to calls for reform of executive pay in
europe and the united states. the current controversy is not the first – nor will it the transatlantic trade and
investment partnership (ttip ... - the transatlantic trade and investment partnership (ttip) ttip explained
19/03/2015 page 2 of 6 common goals, on either side of the atlantic we often have different regulatory
structures and traditions. the result is different regulations that sometimes make it much more difficult for
firms to enter the other market. constitutional aspects of regulatory coherence in ttip: an ... transatlantic regulatory cooperation, in problems, supra note 1 (providing, with special attention to banking
regulation, an overview of the potential obstacles that structures of governance in both europe and the united
states may pose to regulatory cooperation); david vogel, barriers or benefits? financial privacy in the
united states and the european ... - regulation and the need to respect national legal regimes.8 the united
states approaches privacy differently, in part due to a reluctance to enact universal privacy legislation for
constitutional and historical reasons. transatlantic issues in legal ethics and law firm regulation crisscrossing the pond: transatlantic issues in legal ethics and law firm regulation november 8 th& 9 2018
–washington, d.c. kimpton hotel monaco, 700 f st nw, washington, dc 20004 update the growth of
outcomes-based regulation ... - outcomes-based regulation? transatlantic developments in the course of
our work advising on and defending professional liability disputes and regulatory matters for law firms across
the globe, we are noticing an ever-increasing degree of similarity between the issues which firms are facing,
wherever they may be headquartered or operating. the transatlantic shift in health, safety &
environmental ... - the transatlantic shift in health, safety & environmental risk regulation, 1960 to 2010
david j. vogel abstract: an important discontinuity in health, safety, and environmental risk regulation has
taken place in both europe and the united states during the last five decades. the three “gateways” to
establishing a more open and ... - the three “gateways” to establishing a more open and better regulated
transatlantic market anthony belchambers is the chief executive of the future and options association in july
2005, a number of industry associations on both sides of the atlantic established the eu-us coalition on
financial regulation to argue remarks of fcc commissioner brendan carr “a modern ... - at the
transatlantic policy dialogue mwc-barcelona february 25, 2019 it’s great to be back in barcelona for the world’s
largest wireless conference. and it’s an honor to join once again with regulators from around the world to help
kick off this week’s events by talking about 5g.
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